
S2: CRP performance as a function of task structure

One question we can ask is how well the CRP prior generalizes as a function of the underlying 1

structure of the task domain. Intuitively, we might expect that a generalization agent should show a 2

generalization benefit in highly structured task domains and show a less of a generalization benefit 3

in unstructured domains. We can thus define a set of restricted task domains that vary in their 4

structure. Specifically, we can vary the predictability of the generative process p and evaluate the 5

agent as a function of this predictability. 6

Let K = {A,B,C,D} be the set of possible clusters in a task domain with probabilities 7

P = {pA, pB , pC , pD}. Let X = ABCD represent a sequence of contexts and cluster identities 8

experienced by an agent, such that cluster A is experienced in context c1, B is experienced in 9

context c2, etc. We assume that the cluster identity is observable from the statistics of the 10

associated MDP and that the agent knows the members of the set K. 11

We want to evaluate the ability of the CRP prior to predict each cluster in the sequence, 12

conditional on its own history. We do so by calculating the expected loss experienced by the CRP 13

over the sequence X. We define our loss function over sequence X as 14

L(p, f(X)) = − 1

||X||
∑
X

log2 q
(t)
k (1)

where q
(t)
k is the CRP’s probability estimate for the value k = Xt given X1:t−1. As noted above, 15

this loss function is equivalent to the cross entropy H(q, p) between the CRP and the generative 16

process. That is, H(q, p) is the average degree of unpredictability (in bits of information content) of 17

experiencing each MDP given the estimate q. We can assess H(q, p) for the CRP by updating the 18

predictive distribution in each context and probing its estimate for the subsequent context. As the 19

CRP is exchangeable [1], H(q, p) is invariant to the order of the sequence, though the MAP 20

approximation in the previous set of simulations can introduce order effects. 21

We can similarly quantify the degree of predictability of X by evaluating the entropy of the 22

sequence, defined H(X) = −
∑
P px log2 px. Here, we define a sequence X(n) to allow us to 23

monotonically decrease H(X) with n. Let X(n) be the sequence A(n)BCD, where n denotes the 24

number of times A appears in the sequence. For example, X(1) is the sequence ABCD and X(3) is 25

the sequence AAABCD. For simplicity, we assume the probability distribution P over the 26

ensemble K is exchangeable and that the probabilities over the members of its ensemble are 27

proportional to their frequency in the sequence such that pk = Nk/||X|| where Nk is the number of 28

times k appears in sequence X. Consequently, the entropy of the sequence X(1) is H(X(1)) = 2 bits 29

and the entropy of the sequence X(3 is H(X(3)) ≈ 1.79bits. As n approaches infinity, the entropy 30

H(X(n)) asymptotically approaches 0 bits. Intuitively, as A is repeated more often in the sequence, 31

the sequence is more predictable (lower entropy). It is important to note that the sequence 32

predictability does not depend on order. Because the CRP is exchangeable, it will have the same 33

predictive error for the sequences ABCDABCD and ADBCDBAC. Order-dependent predictability 34

is beyond of the scope of the current work. 35

We evaluated the CRP on X(n) for n = [1, 100] and compared it to a näıve guess (uniform 36

distribution over M). Because the CRP is parameterized by its tendency to generate a new cluster, 37

the value of its α parameter alters the predictive distribution. To establish an upper limit on the 38

performance of the CRP, we used numerical optimization to determine α for each value of n. In 39

addition, we also evaluated the performance of an agent with a fixed α = 1, which we believe is a 40

more accurate reflection of a generalizer in an unknown environment. As expected, as we increase 41

the structure of the sequences (lower entropy), the CRP advantage over a näıve guess increases (S2 42

Fig, left, green line). Similarly, the optimal value of α declines with the sequence structure, such 43
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that it is more advantageous to cluster as the sequence becomes more predictable (S2 Fig, right). 44

However, this benefit is minimal for very unstructured sequences, and for fixed values of α, 45

clustering for highly unstructured sequences (H(X) . 1.45bits) yields worse CRP performance 46

compared to a näıve guess. 47

S2 Fig. Performance of the CRP as a function of task domain structure. Left : Relative
information gain of a näıve guess over the CRP as function of sequence entropy for a CRP with an
optimized alpha parameter (green) or fixed at α = 1.0. Right : Optimized alpha value (log scale) as
a function of sequence entropy.
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